Abstract. This paper aims to make an analysis of current development of copyright industries at home and abroad and then makes an empirical analysis of impact factors of copyright industries based on grey relational model. This article chooses six types of correlation coefficients that will influence development of China's copyright industry and uses grey relational model combining with six important factors that affects development of China's copyright industry. In the end, a further conclusion is given based on the application of those calculated figures while relevant measures and suggestions are put forward as well.
The added value of copyright-related industries of China and the GDP rate it accounts for have maintained a momentum of growth in recent five years. We can see from table 1 that the added values of the value of copyright industry accounted up for 6.39% of the GDP in 2006 and 6.57% of the GDP in 2010. Meanwhile, the industrial added values of the core copyright industry and the GDP rate it accounted for grew fast. To be specific, the GDP rate the core copyright industry accounted for in 2006 was 3.06% and then was increased to be 3.52% in 2010, which was evidently higher than that of other groups (specific date of chinese copyright industry seeing table 1-4.) Table 2 . The change of employment in relevant copyright industry in China (2006) (2007) (2008) (2009) (2010) (figure unit: ten thousand Renminbi). The main factors supporting chinese copyright industry
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The degree of government's protection of copyright (intellectual property).
Among countries with quite developed copyright industries, the United States is the representative one. The fulfillment of the developmental processes of the tertiary industry is accompanied by the gradual enrichment of creative contents or forms. Besides, the fact that the mixing degree between the original industries and cultural ones deepens day by day is the very reason why the cultural industry of the United States is directly defined as copyright industry.
Most of the copyright industries of developed western countries are based on original creation, the foremost part of chain of copyright industry. Consequently, the market value of original creation is fully demonstrated in the operating processes of marketization of copyright works. On one hand, the state and relevant industry associations make quite clear laws and regulations of copyright protection so as to make the market value, one of the main copyright factors, to be fully exploited and the market-operating mechanism of copyright industry to be normalized as well; on the other hand, the government will severely crack down on the illegal infringement actions of stealing, copying and occupying copyrights while the external security mechanism of copyright industry is very sound.
Meanwhile, both of the above-mentioned two points are urgently to be improved in developing countries whose representative is China.
The protection consciousness of copyright (intellectual property) owners.
We can see from the above introduction that the copyright owners' protection consciousness of their own intellectual properties is extremely clear as well. And this is mainly shown by the following two indicators: one of them is the registration indicator of copyright contracts of copyright owners while the other is the registration conditions of resources of copyright works. The annual statistical report currently issued by China takes these two indicators as the important references for measuring Chinese residents' protection consciousness of intellectual property.
The import and export conditions of copyright works of other countries (regions).
A country's import and export of copyright of other countries or regions is usually called copyright trade. China started to launch copyright trade activities quite late while the development of copyright trade is unbalanced as well. First of all, the variety of copyright trade is relatively centralized. The quite active type of copyright trade is the copyright trade of books which is however unbalanced located. The turnover of copyright trade of Beijing, Shanghai and coastal areas accounts for more than half of that of copyright trade of the whole country. Comparatively, the copyright trade of inland areas is still in its beginning phase. Secondly, China has been suffering from trade deficit in its foreign copyright trade activities while the import quantity of copyright is remarkably more than the export one. The basic method and mathematical models of Gray Correlation Analysis.
Grey correlation means the association of uncertainty between things or uncertainty between system factors and the principal act. As a systematic analysis method, Gray correlation analysis covers the shortage of general statistical analysis methods like the regression analysis and variance analysis. The strength of relationship between various factors can be better described through gray correlation analysis. The analysis based on the grey correlation model generally includes the following six steps:
Specified reference data sequence. Specified reference data sequence is often referred to as X 0 , the value of the first moment is noted as x 0(1) , the second one is noted as x 0(2) , the value of moment K is x 0(k) . So reference data sequence x 0 can be represented as x 0 ={x (1) , x (2)… x (n) }.In association analysis, the compared sequence are often referred to as x 1 ， x 2 ， x 3 … ， x k , similar to the representation of x 0 , is noted as x 1 =(x 1(1), x 1(2), …, x 1(n) ),…, x k = (x k = x k(1) , x k(2) , …x k(n) ).
Nondimensionalization. Since the statistical standard of initial sequence varies from each other, it is much more convenient to calculate the association of the sequence after nondimensionalization that is why nondimensionalizing is essential when the dimension is not the same. To solve this problem, the sequence must be initialized before calculating the correlation coefficient. We can use the first number of each sequence xi (1) divide other numbers xi (k), so that can both make the number of sequence dimensionless and get the common intersection xi (1), namely the first point. Commonly used Dimensionless methods include initialization and equalization. Initialization is to make the whole sequence divide the first number, and then we can get a new sequence, which is the percentage of different moments to the first moment. It is often used in economic sequence, shown as
Equalization is to use the average divide all the number, then we can get a sequence of every number account for how many of the average, namely X'i(k)=Xi(k)/ 1mΣmΣ k=1Xi(k)Σi=1,2…,n.
Sequence of difference, maximum difference, minimum difference. Calculate the absolute difference of the corresponding values of reference sequence and compared sequence, on each moment the absolute differences of x0 and x1 are as follow:
After calculation we can get a difference matrix as follow:
The maximum and minimum in the absolute difference matrix is the maximum difference and the minimum difference. Two-stage minimum difference:
Two-stage maximum difference:
Calculate the correlation coefficient of the Gray Model. The calculation index of the coefficient is
In this calculation, θ is the discrimination coefficient, which is to improve the significance of difference between the grey correlation coefficients, the value is within (0, 1), generally valued as 0.5. Therefore,
Calculate the gray correlation.
Therefore,
Result analysis. According to the association degree of each sequence (the association of each factor and compared variable), we can compare the most significant variable of all the influential factors, and rank the association between each factor and compared variable, then the principal and secondary factors of dependent variable can be found.
Empirical analysis of the copyright industry in China based on Gray correlation model
From the analysis above, the most important influential factors of the development of copyright industry for China are: law protection from the government for the copyright industry, the anti-piracy operation, and voluntary registration of the works of copyright owners, the registration of copyright owners' contracts, the input and output of copyright to other countries.
Due to the incomplete of the data statistics of law protection and anti-piracy, this article choose the added value of copyright industry as the specified reference data (x 0 ), the employment of copyright industry (x 1 ), the amount of exports of copyright industry (x2), the contract registration of copyright (x 3 ), voluntary registration of copyright works (x 4) , contract input (x 5 ), contract output (x 6 ) as the correlation data.According to the introduction of Gray Correlation Model Analysis Method, the empirical analysis of this article will process as follows: Calculate the differences of Δ1, Δi and value the differences.
Take Δ1 as an example, the others calculate the same way(see table 6 ). 
Calculate the difference of the maximum and the minimum
Choose the minimum and the maximum from the sequence of difference (see table 7 ). 
Conclusions
From the calculation of the Gray Correlation Model one can see that in the six chosen influential factors , the correlation coefficients are all greater than 0.5(the reference value), which means all the factors chosen by this article are important to the development of chinese copyright industry. As far as the result is concerned, the significance of factors to the development of our copyright industry are ranked as below: the amount of exports of copyright industry(0.906), the contract registration of copyright (0.899), the employment of copyright industry (0.890), the import of copyright (0.823, 0.848), and voluntary registration of copyright works (0.759). Specifically analysis, the enhance of competitiveness of China's copyright-based industries export trade has a very important role in promoting and leading to the development of domestic copyright industry. The employment and contract registration of copyright industry represent the continuous expand of the scale in recent years, as well as the gradual improvement of the market regulation in the copyright market transaction. Compare to the association of other five indicators, the voluntary registration of copyright works is not optimistic, in some years the correlation coefficient is lower than 0.5 (0.334), which indicates that weakness of copyright owners' awareness to protect the rights, and the knowledge to the copyright trade and the value exploitation of copyright factor market is not clear enough.
